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An important aim in survival analysis is to assess the possible effect of a set of prognostic
factors on the course of a disease. Usually, the effect of the continuous covariates on the
log-hazards is often assumed to have a linear functional form. Nevertheless, if the true effect
is highly nonlinear, this erroneous assumption of linearity can lead to nonproportional
hazards and/or misleading statistical conclusions (bias and decreased power of tests for
statistical significance). The relative lack of flexibility of parametric survival models has, in
recent years, led to the development of nonparametric regression methods based on additive
Cox regression models. This regression has the advantage of not assuming a parametric
relationship between the continuous covariates and the response, and eliminates the need
for the researcher to impose functional assumptions. To introduce flexibility into the Cox
model, several smoothing methods may be applied, but B-splines, smoothing splines or Psplines are being the most considered in this context. The goal of this paper was to propose
a flexible approach using P-splines, to allow for nonlinear relationships between continuous
predictors and possible outcomes in the multi-state framework. For such models to be
directly interpreted, employment of an effect measure, such as the hazard ratio (HR), which
summarizes the effects, proves extremely useful. To better understand the effects that each
continuous covariate has on the outcome at each transition, results are expressed in terms of
smooth HR curves, taking a specific covariate value as reference. Confidence bands for
these curves are also derived. The proposed methodology was applied to a database on
breast cancer, using a progressive three-state model. The use of the breast cancer data
illustrates the advantages of using these flexible methods for analyzing quantitative
predictors, providing an effect measure that greatly simplifies the information and yielding
important biological insights of the disease. Software (in R) implementing the methods
proposed in this paper were developed by the authors.
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